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ACAS designated meeting point map and info

Arizona Climbing and Adventure School

We are located in the heart of the Sonoran Desert, one of the most unique eco-systems on earth. Home to giant saguaros and spectacular sunsets. At ACAS you can expect a truly exciting and inspiring outdoor rock climbing experience!

Meeting Point
10989 East Dynamite Blvd.
N.E. Parking lot of Circle K Shell and Rosati’s Pizza

GPS Coordinates
N. 33° 44.522’
W. 111° 50.598’

Elevation
2,529’

Information:
Please call us the day before your course starts to verify meeting point/start time and to get the latest weather conditions.

Wear appropriate clothing as the weather dictates! Hiking shoes or trail running shoes, shorts, tights or loose fitting hiking pants, t-shirt and light jacket. Bring water, snacks, light lunch and personal items such as camera, sun block, sun glasses, hat, note pad and pen!

Don’t be late!

There is minimum cell phone coverage at the climbing site.
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